Abstract. Let m > 2, ζm an m-th primitive root of 1, q ≡ 1 mod 2m a prime number, s = sq a primitive root modulo q and f = fq = (q − 1)/m. We study the Jacobi sums
Introduction
Let m > 2 be an integer and ζ m an m-th primitive root of 1. For each prime q ≡ 1 mod 2m let ζ q be a q-th primitive root of 1, s = s q a primitive root modulo q and f = f q = (q − 1)/m (we will assume that f is even for simplicity). Let S be the set of all primes q ≡ 1 mod 2m. Given q ∈ S, define the Jacobi sums 
Define P q (x) = m−1 i=0 (x − η i ), the irreducible polynomial, over Q, of the periods η i . In this article we study the numbers J a,b , and use them to construct large families of polynomials P q (x), q ∈ P, where P is a subset of S. In principle the method shown here would allow us to construct a finite number of such families, whose indices put together include all the primes in S.
This research originated from a problem indicated to me by René Schoof. The first part of the problem was to find, for m = 7, or m = 9, or m = 12, families of 1618 F. THAINE irreducible polynomials of real Gaussian periods of degree m. The second part was to find families of irreducible polynomials of units of the number fields generated by those periods. I think we give here a complete answer to the first part (for arbitrary m). The second part seems to be an open problem, and a very interesting one in light of Schoof and Washington's work in [7] .
For an account of previous work in this and related subjects see [1] , [6] and [7] . The path that leads directly to this article is the following. For m = 5, H.W. Lloyd Tanner obtained, in [9] , an expression for the family of polynomials P q (x), q ∈ S, in terms of coefficients of certain divisors of q in Q(ζ 5 ). This result was used by Emma Lehmer, in [5] , who gave a new expression for that family. In [6] Lehmer exhibited a family of polynomials of degree 5, which is obtained by a translation of a family of polynomials P q (x), and such that the roots of the polynomials in the family are units. This result has been used by Schoof and Washington in [7] to find some real cyclotomic fields with large class numbers. In [12] , Section 1, we work with m = p, an odd prime, and show how to construct certain families of irreducible polynomials of Gaussian periods of degree p. In that article we were able to obtain, for general p, only some of the families our present method allows us to construct. We could give all the families only when Z[ζ p ] was a principal ideal domain. In this article we work with general m > 2 and find all the families, thereby extending, in more than one way, the results of [12] .
In Section 1 we use the well-known relations between Jacobi sums, Gauss sums, Gaussian periods and cyclotomic numbers to obtain a set of properties that characterize the numbers J a,b (Propositions 2 and 3). We write these numbers in the form
in such a way that we can give natural formulas for the coefficients d a,b,k (Propositions 1 and 4). This allows us to calculate Jacobi sums efficiently. We prove some congruences that the numbers d a,b,k satisfy (formula (13)) which allow us to distinguish the Jacobi sums J a,b among the other generators of the ideals (J a,b ) (a useful result when we apply the method of Section 2 to find families of polynomials P q (x)). This generalizes some results of [11] , where we considered only the case m = p, an odd prime number. We end Section 1 with a MAPLE program to calculate the Jacobi sums J a,b . In Section 2 we show how to construct families of irreducible polynomials of Gaussian periods in a very general situation. Let R be an ideal of Z[ζ m ] relatively prime with m. Suppose that we can calculate (for example using the MAPLE program of Section 1) the Jacobi sums corresponding to the prime ideals dividing R (see formula (18)). Then we show a way to construct a family P q (x), q ∈ P, of irreducible polynomials of Gaussian periods of degree m, where the elements q of P are such that q ∈ S and one of the prime ideals Q of Z[ζ m ] above q is in the inverse of the ideal class of R. We give examples for m = 7, m = 9, m = 12 and (partially) m = 23; in them the sets P of indices are chosen so that there are simple descriptions of the families of polynomials P q (x). Examples 1-4 correspond to the case R = (1) (for m = 7, m = 7, m = 9 and m = 12, respectively). Examples 5 and 6 illustrate the use of the method in a general situation. A MAPLE program to carry out the calculations for our examples, and to search for more examples, is given at the end of the section.
Jacobi sums in Q(ζ m )
Let m > 2 be an integer and q = mf + 1 a prime number. For simplicity we assume that f is even. Let s be a primitive root modulo q, ζ q a q-th primitive root of 1, and η 0 , . . . , η m−1 the Gaussian periods of degree m in Q(ζ q ) defined by
It follows from (2) that the characteristic polynomial of the matrix C is the irreducible polynomial P q (x) of the Gaussian periods η i ; that is,
where I is the m × m identity matrix (see [2] , formula 9, or [10] , formula 19).
For 0 ≤ i, j ≤ m − 1, we denote by (i, j) the cyclotomic numbers of order m. Recall that (i, j) is defined as the number of ordered pairs of integers k, l ,
We use the following version of Kronecker's delta:
The cyclotomic numbers (i, j) are very close to the numbers c i,j ; we have
for i, j ∈ Z (see [2] , formula 6).
Let
For a, b ∈ Z, define the Jacobi sums J a,b by
For example, We show now a way to represent Jacobi sums as linear combinations, over Z, of powers of ζ m , which is very convenient for our purposes. For a and b nonnegative integers let f a,b (x) be the polynomial
Clearly, for a, b ≥ 0, we have
and, for k ≥ 0 such that k ≡ 0 mod m,
We also have
In fact, by (9) ,
. Taking derivatives, we get
The following result will be useful in calculating Jacobi sums. We denote by α the complex conjugate of the number α. Observe that, if we denote the Jacobi sums in (5) 
by (11) and (12) . Therefore
by (8), as we wanted to prove.
F. THAINE
We can express the Jacobi sums J a,b in terms of the cyclotomic numbers (i, j), and vice versa, as follows:
For a, b ∈ Z,
In fact, for example, by [2] , formula 26 (for the case where m a, m b and m (a + b)), and a straightforward calculation using [2] , formulas 14 and 17 (when
So, by (6) , and [2] , formula 14,
(see, for example, [1] , §2.5, or [12] , Proposition 3, or formula (16) below). Let P be the matrix [ζ ij m ] 0≤i,j≤m−1 . We have that P −1 = P /m, and (14) is equivalent to
are rational integers. (Note that, by (4) and (15), the h i,j are in fact the
Proof. Properties 1-3 were shown in (6). Property 4 follows from (7) and (8). Property 5 follows from (7) and from the fact that
, m a and m (a + b + c). Then, by (7),
). This proves property 6. By (15) we have
This proves property 7.
To prove property 8, observe that, by (4), (16) and property 7, we have Observation. This proposition generalizes [11] , Proposition 2, where we only considered the case m = p, a prime, and denoted J 1,n by J n .
Proof. Let J a,b , a, b ∈ Z, be elements of Z[ζ m ] satisfying conditions 1-8 of Proposition 2. We will prove that the integers h i,j of condition 7 are, for some choice of the primitive root s modulo q, the numbers c i,j = (i, j) − f δ 0,i . This will end the proof, since we can express the Jacobi sums J a,b in terms of the c i,j using (4) and (14), and, by condition 7, that expression must also give the numbers J a,b .
We showed in [10] , Theorem 1 and the observation that follows it, that the numbers c i,j , i, j ∈ Z, are characterized (up to some reordering due to the choice of s) by the following conditions: The c i,j are integers such that c i+m,j = c i,j+m = c i,j and
(See also [12] , Proposition 2.) We are going to prove that the integers
satisfy the above conditions (with c i,j replaced by
and condition 8 implies (v)
. Define
Now (i) and (ii) follow at once. By condition 3 we have
Therefore
Proof of (iv). It remains to prove that
Since this proof requires a long calculation, to simplify matters we are going to use the following notation: If we have two expressions U (i, j, l) and
We have
So,
Now, using conditions 2 and 3, we get By ( * ), in order to prove (iv), it is enough to prove that 
Finally, write D(i, j, l) = X(i, j, l) + Y (i, j, l), where
If m a, by conditions 3 and 4, we have J −a,a = J 0,a = 1. Therefore, by condition 2, 
Therefore B(i, j, l) ∼ 0. This ends the proof of (iv), and of Proposition 3.
Let Q be the prime ideal of Z[ζ m ] above q such that s f ≡ ζ m mod Q. If k ∈ Z we denote by |k| m the least nonnegative integer such that |k| m ≡ k mod m. We showed in [12] , formula (27) , that, for 0 ≤ a, b ≤ m − 1 with a + b ≡ 0 mod m,
This fact is a simple consequence of (7), and [4] , Chapter 1, Theorem 2.1.
The MAPLE program to calculate Jacobi sums that ends this section is based on the following proposition. a, b be integers, 1 ≤ a, b ≤ m− 1, such that g.c.d.(a, b, m 
Proposition 4. Let
and
Proof. The first assertion follows directly from Proposition 1 and (17). The second assertion follows from Proposition 1, the triangle inequality, and the fact that Let ν be a positive integer and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ ν, let r i be prime numbers (not necessarily distinct) not dividing m. Let f i be the smallest positive integer such that r
where ind si (γ) is the least nonnegative integer such that s
We assume that the numbers J i,a,b are known (i.e. that they have been calculated).
If c is an integer relatively prime with m, denote by σ c the automorphism of
where the bar denotes complex conjugation, and [ρ] denotes the integral part of a real number ρ (see [4] , page 13, Fac 3).
Define
A a nonempty subset of C, and (5), where Q ∈ I is the prime ideal (α)(R 1 . . . R ν ) −1 . To prove this equality just check, using (19), that both sides have the same prime ideal factorization.
The choice of the set A will determine whether our family of polynomials has a nice description. One way to make this choice is the following. Take α 0 , α 1 
such that (α 0 , α 1 ) = R 1 . . . R ν and define A = A 1 , where
and N Q(ζm)/Q (α) = r q, with q ∈ S    .
The parameters of the family we construct will then be the coefficients b i of β. In the examples we work with the simpler sets
The second step is to identify the Jacobi sums J a,b [Q] , Q ∈ I, among the generators of the principal ideals (J a,b [Q] ). One way to do that is to start with a subset A of C such that if α ∈ A the numbers K a,b [α] are products of Jacobi sums (as the ones defined in (18)). Then we know after Weil [14] that, using the notation above, for α ∈ A and Q = (α)(R 1 . . .
. Also, by [14] , we know that there is a divisor f of m 2 such that any nonempty subset A of the set C f = {α ∈ C : α ≡ 1 mod f} has the desired property. Another way to identify the J a,b [Q] among the generators of the ideals (J a,b [Q]), which works at least when m = p is a prime and was used in [12] , relies on the fact that only one of the numbers δζ (13) , and that number is J a,b [Q] .
From the family J a,b [Q] , Q ∈ I, of sets of Jacobi sums, we construct, using (4) To obtain this result we proceed in a similar way as in Example 1. This time enter the values m:=9; and F:=z−> 1+3 * n * (z-zˆ(m-1)); in the program at the end of the article. Observe that the resulting matrix C has entries in Z[n]. To obtain this result we proceed in a similar way as in Example 1. This time enter the values m:=12; and F=z−> 1+6 * n * (z-zˆ(m-1)); in the program at the end of the article. Observe that the resulting matrix C has entries in Z[n]. 
